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Google Search is the most used search engine with over 92% of the search
engine market share worldwide. Created by Larry Page and Sergey Brin in 1998,
the search engine gained popularity due to the fact that it displayed desirable
results first, unlike its competitors, where one might have had to scroll through
unrelated pages that contained the same keywords as their query. But Google’s
search result organization didn’t happen by pure luck or coincidence. Behind the
scenes, the PageRank algorithm was hard at work, delivering apt results to the
tool’s users.

The PageRank algorithm was inspired by citation analysis, the examination
of the importance of a document based on the number of times it was cited and
how many citations of other works the document contained. Created by Eugene
Garfeild in the 1950s, citation analysis is an application of link analysis, a method
of data analysis used to evaluate connections between objects in network theory.

Almost every website has at least one hyperlink leading to another page and
some have hyperlinks from other pages leading to the website. The number of
hyperlinks leading to a webpage and the number of hyperlinks on the webpage that
lead to other sites determine a webpage’s importance. The importance, or rank, of a

webpage can be determined by the function .𝑃𝑅(𝑢) =
𝑣ϵ𝐵𝑢
∑  𝑃𝑅(𝑣)

𝐿(𝑣)

Let u be any arbitrary page, the PageRank of that page, PR(u), can be
determined, first, by computing the PageRank of every v, PR(v), in the set Bu,
where Bu refers to the set of all web pages that contain a direct hyperlink leading to
page u. Then, dividing PR(v) by L(v), the total number of links on the specific site
v, repeating this process for every site containing a hyperlink to u, and totaling the
values, the PageRank of the webpage u is finally determined. This
process is repeated for every public access webpage. Compiling the
data of all the different webpages gives a table of considerable size,
listing the importance of each page. The ranks and connections of
different pages can also be shown through a web graph, a graph that
describes hyperlinks between websites on the web.



Each node or vertex, the circle, represents a webpage in this case and each
edge, the arrow, represents what sites each webpage contains a hyperlink to. Each
arrow shows a relation between two different websites. For example, page A
contains hyperlinks to B and D, assigning half of its importance to the former and
half to the latter. But, webgraphs usually describe the relationships between
hundreds of thousands of websites or even millions of websites.

Even though new technologies and mathematical concepts have arisen in the
last 20 years, the PageRank algorithm is still one of the most predominant factors
in ordering search results. The use of eigenvectors and eigenvalues sets the
algorithm and Google Search apart from its competitors. Eigenvalues can be used

to describe the variance in data and how spread out it is.
Their vector counterparts can be used to determine
direction. Each eigenvector has an eigenvalue meaning
that each pair corresponds to a webpage and ranking
how important it is. Developed by Joseph-Louis
Lagrange in the 18th century, eigenvectors and
eigenvalues have been used to prove and solve
countless problems. The simplicity of using vectors and
coefficients to bring order to the chaos we call the
internet has worked for more than twenty years. Google

Search decided to develop a way to organize their results first which helped them
become the most used search engine today.
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Movie Review
by Avnish Tripathi

Nope, in my opinion, is Jordan Peele's best movie. The raw ambition and style that went
into this movie is stunning. Watching this on an IMAX screen made me realize that Peele is
constantly trying to one-up himself with each movie; not just in terms of scope but also in
ambition. Get Out was a small-scale movie with a compact budget that focused mainly on 'silent'
racism and the awkwardness that comes with different perspectives, Us was a movie that focused
on America as a whole, it touched on the idea of class and society but also on how the
government misuses its people. With Nope, Peele touched on even more concepts, specifically
that of 'The Viewers', Spectacle, and even the exploitation of animals and tragedies. Not only is
Peele even more ambitious with his themes in Nope; he is also much more ambitious with his
visuals. Peele's dramatic increase in budget shows in this movie His visual storytelling is
combined with Hoyte van Hoytema's beautiful cinematography. This is easily one of Jordan
Peele's most grand and beautiful movies to look at. By the end of this movie, I was left amazed at
the creativity and natural beauty of the creature design. Peele's bold visuals made the alien
creature feel so real and alive; although the CGI was spotty in some scenes. It largely held
throughout the movie. My only minor complaints about this movie are that the motivation, of
one character specifically, is kind of unclear to me. I also feel as if certain situations were
extremely exaggerated at times. All this said, I believe I may better understand this movie when I
rewatch it for a second time. Overall, this is an absolutely stunning movie, and it cements Jordan
Peele as one of the greatest directors of all time.

Photos from IBM and CNN/Film.




